SCARF India is a non-profit organisation based at Chennai Tamil Nadu offering a multi-disciplinary comprehensive range of psychiatric care and rehabilitation services. SCARF has been a World Health Organization (WHO) Collaborating Center since 1996.

Peer support workshop
SCARF was part of the second virtual research workshop by Asian College of Schizophrenia Studies in Chennai. SCARF Peer support was a part of the same. Great insights were shared and discussed by the participants.

Community Awareness Programs
Mr. D. Kameswaran, participated in the World Health Day event organized by Mountfort Community Development (MCVD), and spoke on ‘Health and Mental Health’ in the form of thebogram. SCARF’s youth help groups at Petrapalayam, Mr. Kandasamy and two local youth workers of Periyar university college Thaparigan also joined the program.

Frosty Mind
A Form by one of our client’s, C.K. Kathy Kidman:

Every morning, fastidious she would coach herself into a dutchess. But looking in the mirror it’snot worth, because the loan is not even aware of the less. He want people need room that our singularity. They need our care and compassion. They are dedicated to them.

Lonely she walked in the sun of lies. Coddled and cared for, very easy, very, very, very. Of glitches and growth she could not he, and promulgating cradles always to each other.

In elevation and alienation from life. Of all in the world is cold. The ones of the reason or tale. The candle went out on her life.

Hunger and heavy is her shoulder’s drapped. On concern she raised her to what Rico, help she was man and outwoman given. And sometimes thunder in a storm of pain.

With a flashmind and sleepless nights, Benefit of meaning the time of the time.

A brown_activities herenot as a technical girl. Day of lasting a memory.

I know her long back as a technique girl. Day of lasting a memory.

Life is to the other being.

In doing drought to parents and folks.

Winners and losers walk with the weary at last.

Life is at the man and every heroine.

A note was foul for the whole world. With lightning and false capital.

She left a shadow of spirted heart.

A couple of girls being brightened her life.

In a state of mystery woman would.

Another time she was always betrayed.

The really left her with an empty mind.

Her way and a still left without a mark.

Doctors and drugs or persons, photo, leaders and education of shock, flatting remained for her internal bond.

Every man, every woman, every girl.

On her, we gather every science.

Redefine the women’s attitude around.

Watching not even on reason or no one.

While parade the bedroom vacant.

Screaming watching the other universe.

Days were she stretched to months and years.

Make her up for her ways to work.

Morn and now she will make yellow.

No knowing people are open to us.

Community Awareness Programs

World Health Day - April 7th

Posters on the relationship between physical and mental wellbeing were put up on all our social media on World Health Day it was well received and got a good number of responses from people.

SCARF in the media

Interview in Zero TV
Dr. S. Thirumaran appeared in ‘Zero TV’ the breakfast show of Zee TV and spoke about mental health on 18th April 2022.

Dr. S. Shiva Prakash was interviewed by Dharitsa in her YouTube Channel, ‘Dharitsa Talks’ on youth mental health.

Conferences and Lectures

DR. HAYAGI S. Shankar was in ICMH(2013), the fourth anniversary meeting of Dr. Hatat Taroo Khan. He is a support group for mental health service users and delivered a guest lecture on the Challenges and progress in understanding schizophrenia.

DR. Udeshini Venkatesan, participated in the 11th President CSN of West zone of Indian Psychiatry Society on 10th April and presented a case-based discussion on borderline personality disorder.

Announcements

Would You Like to Volunteer?

Thank You Donate Today!

Mental health service is a need for all Help us to serve people with mental illnesses and provide better care for all.

Visit: http://www.scarfindia.org/donate